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For centuries on end, the world has gone through cycles of challenging pandemics from the deadly Polio and SARS pandemic 
to the dreadful 1918 Influenza pandemic that claimed upto 50 million lives globally in a just a two year span. Yet today the world 
finds itself battling yet another deadly and disruptive contagion, which has claimed lives, crippled business systems and slowed 
down global economic growth.

WithWith each passing day, nations cannot fathom the damage that this pandemic has caused on numerous sectors and financial 
systems. Yet in the starkest irony this pandemic has been a critical learning curve that has stretched companies and financial 
systems to their unfathomable potential unwittingly. As hope is renewed with the roll out of new vaccines, the world cannot 
help but take stock of the impact that COVID-19 has had on the global financial system. Closer home The Central Bank of 
Eswatini (CBE) equally weighs the impact that the Coronavirus has had on the Eswatini Financial system in a comprehensive 
report compiled by The Bank’s Financial Stability Unit for this publication.

AdditionallyAdditionally select stakeholders in the Non- Banking industry and financial services sector outline the strategies and measures 
that they have taken to ensure the sustainability and continuity of their business operations in these unprecedented times.

As we wade through this unfamiliar pandemic fog, we have lost our way, found it and lost it again. We have been hard pressed 
and often times overwhelmed but in the thick of it all, our hope is not lost.

We will ride this wave eventually
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The development of a special supplement for 
the 2021 version of the Financial Marketplace 
magazine is a welcome initiative for the 
Financial Services Regulatory Authority (FSRA). 
This is due to the value addition that this special 
industry perfomance report gives to the 
publication. Such a comprehensive outline of 
thethe perfomance of the local financial service 
industry during the 2020 pandemic period will 
not only help financial stakeholders to 
apppreciate the full impact that the virus has 
had but will help us to step up our mitigation 
efforts to further minimise pandemic effects on 
our industry.

The FSRA expresses its sincerest gratitude to 
the Central Bank of Eswatini Financial Stability 
Unit for efficiently compiling this special 
industry report for the benefit of both the 
banking and non banking industry. Such 
collaborative efforts are testament to the 
industry's initiatives to remain buoyant during 
thesethese tough pandemic times through collective 
research efforts.

Enjoy your read

Ncamiso Ntshalintshali
FSRA Chief Executive Officer

FSRA CEO's note
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IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON FINANCIAL SERVICES IN ESWATINI

The Central Bank Financial Stability Unit Team

The outbreak of Covid-19 halted economic activity as 
countries, imposed hard lockdowns to restrict movement 
thus curtailing the spread of the virus. What began as a 
health crisis, quickly escalated to one of the largest 
economic crises the world has experienced. Consequently, 
there were sharp downward revisions of global economic 
growth projections for 2020. Pre-pandemic, the global 
economyeconomy was expected to grow by 3.4 percent in 2020 but 
this growth was revised to a projected 5.2 percent 
contraction.

Consequently, world economic growth was sharply 
reviewed downwards. The International Monetary Fund’s 
(IMF) previous estimates of 3 percent growth for 2020 (WEO, 
October 2019) were sharply revised downwards to 
contraction of 4.4 percent (WEO, October 2020) reflecting 
the significant impact of the outbreak on the global 
economy. The concerted swift and efficient monetary policy 
actionaction of Central Banks across the world ensured there was 

sufficient liquidity in the financial markets to avoid the 
evolution of the crisis from a health crisis to a financial crisis. 
These efforts were rewarded with stabilized financial 
markets and curtailed risks to financial system stability.

TheThe Kingdom of Eswatini has not been spared from the 
negative shocks of the pandemic. There need to be 
sustainable reforms that shall support economic recovery 
and preserve the stability of the financial system.

TheThe shock of COVID-19 came at a period where the domestic 
economy was challenged by weak fundamentals. The 
economy entered a technical recession after contracting by 
5.3 percent and 2.1 percent in Q4-2019 and Q1-2020 
respectively. Due to the COVID-19 impact, the economy is 
expected to contract by as much as 5.6 percent in 2020 
before realizing growth of 4.5 percent in 2021 and 1.8 
percent in 2022 (see Figure 1). percent in 2022 (see Figure 1). 
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FIGURE 1: OVERALL GDP GROWTH (%) & SECTORAL CONTRIBUTIONS (%)

FIGURE 2: PUBLIC DEBT/GDP RATIO

The fiscal sector experienced significant challenges throughout 2019 and were compounded by the outbreak of the pandemic 
in the first quarter of 2020. Public resources were diverted to support the health sector therefore halting activity in other public 
infrastructure projects deemed non-priority. Prospects of a narrow budget deficit dampened due to expected high expenditure 
against a backdrop of reduced revenue.  Public debt continued on an upward trajectory in the first half of 2020. The external 
domestic debt/GDP ratio amounted to 13.1 percent of GDP in June 2020 while public domestic debt amounted to 20.3 percent 
ofof GDP (figure 2). The growth in public domestic debt was driven by an additional advance to government and issuance of 
suppliers’ bonds in June 2020 . Public debt as a ratio of GDP grew to 40.6 percent in December 2020 from 25.9 percent recorded 
in December 2019. Public debt is likely to continue on the uptrend as government turns to debt to finance shortfalls in revenue. 

Primary Sector Contribution to Growth (%)

Secondary Sector Contribution to Growth (%)

Tertiary Sector Contribution to Growth (%)

FISIM & Taxes on Products Contribution to 
Growth (%)

Real GDP Annual Growth (%)

2016e 2017e 2018e 2019e   2020for  2021for   2022for   2023forSource: GDP Forecasting Team (CSO, MEPD & CBE)

Source: Central Bank of Eswatini, Recent Economic Developments Sept/Oct 2020

Total Debt/GDP Benchmark Debt/GDP

Interest rates in Eswatini fell in the first half of 2020 as monetary policy eased considerably. In response to the coronavirus, the 
Central Bank of Eswatini (CBE) cut the discount rate by a cumulative 250 basis points (bps), cut the reserve requirement by 100 
bps and reduced the minimum liquidity requirements by 500 bps for all supervised financial institutions (SFIs) with effect from 
23 March 2020 until further notice. 

InIn addition, the CBE issued Circular No. 1 of 2020 referred to as the circular on policy and regulatory relief measures and 
guidance to banks in response to COVID-19. The circular came into effect on 13 April 2020 and is valid until 31 December 2020 
(subject to review). Its objective is to support banks to alleviate the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic in the financial sector, 
support a speedy economic recovery as well as safeguard financial stability. Additionally, the CBE encouraged credit intuitions 
to grant payments holidays and waive and penalties to customers affected by the COVID-19 pandemic. Other measures taken 
byby the CBE to ease financial conditions included the reduction of reserve requirements from 6 percent to 5 percent and the 
liquidity requirements fell to 20 percent for foreign banks and 18 percent for the development bank. 

FINANCIAL CONDITIONS
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FIGURE 3: DISCOUNT RATE, PRIME LENDING RATE AND INFLATION

FIGURE 4: BANKING SECTOR ASSETS

Source: Central Bank of Eswatini

Discount Rate Prime Lending Rate - Eswatini Inflation Rate

Amid the tight financial conditions observed in the year, inflation rebounded to above 3 percent after government froze utility 
tariff hikes in 2019. Inflation as been increasing pace since and closed at 4.6 percent in December 2020.  The inflation outlook 
is tilted on the upside driven by improvements in the price of Brent crude oil, higher utility prices as well as demand exceeding 
limited supply of goods as the country’s trading partners resume production.

Due to the cut-off in supply chains, the Southern African Customs Union (SACU) receipts are expected to contract by up to 25 
percent in 2022. As they make up a significant portion of government revenue, the contraction will compound fiscal challenges 
and eroding policy space for fiscal policy to alleviate the impact of COVID-19 on the economy. Therefore, the effects of the 
outbreak on the economy are expected to continue manifesting in the foreseeable future. 

At the end of December 2020, banks remained sound and stable. Banking sector assets stood at E25.1 billion, increasing by 
18.0 percent year on year. Loans and overdrafts increased by 3.6 percent, settling at E12.9 billion as at end December 2020. 
Loans and advances represented 51.3 percent of assets, showing a movement away from lending. There was a 53.3 percent 
growth in the holding of government securities, reaching E3.8 billion during the year. The uncertainty caused by COVID-19 has 
weighed heavily on both corporate and personal lending activity, paving the way for government securities, which are 
perceived to be much safer.

TheThe same was experienced in the balances held with the Central Bank, which grew by 25.5 percent to a total of E3.9 billion. In 
addition, investments and other securities increased by 75.5 percent during the year to settle at E1.8 billion and deposits 
amounted to E20.6 billion as at end December 2020, experiencing a significant 26.3 percent growth. Total shareholders’ funds 
marginally grew by 1.2 percent during the year to stand at E3.3 billion.

BANKING SECTOR

NB: Annual asset growth (RHS)
Source: Central Bank of Eswatini
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The banks complied with minimum capital requirements as at end December 2020, though falling from the previous year 
position as a result of decreased profitability. The average industry-wide regulatory tier 1 capital adequacy ratio and total 
capital adequacy ratio stood at 14.2 percent and 16.5 percent respectively, falling from the previous year’s positions of 16.0 
percent and 18.2 percent respectively.

BankingBanking sector earnings and profitability deteriorated during the year ending December 2020. The average return on banks' 
total assets (ROA) and on total equity (ROE) stood at 1.4 percent and 10.4 percent respectively, falling from 2.6 percent and 16.9 
percent respectively of the previous year. This may be attributed to the cut in interest rates and reduced economic activity due 
to Covid-19 pandemic.

TheThe non-performing loans to total loans ratio stood at 5.4 percent at end December 2020, equating E693.0 million in nominal 
terms. Specific provisions to total NPLs continued to increase reaching 76.4 percent in December 2020 from 35.2 percent of 
December 2019, showing an improvement in provisioning for loan losses by banks. Businesses contributed 51.1 percent to 
total NPLs while households contributed 39.3 percent to total NPLs as at end December 2020. The most affected business 
sectors were the distribution and tourism sector (11.8 percent), the real estate sector (11.4 percent) and the construction sector 
(7.4 percent).

Banks maintained adequate levels of liquid assets amid the COVID 19 pandemic. Aggregate bank liquidity to deposits stood at 
40.1 percent, increasing from 37.6 percent of the previous year. Government securities represented 46.0 percent of liquid 
assets held by banks.  As a share of total assets, liquid assets improved from 28.8 percent to 32.9 during the year. The ratio of 
loans and advances to deposits maintained a downward trend, falling from 76.2 percent to 62.5 percent.

The Banks’ non-performing loans (NPLs) in the household portfolio increased by 11.2 percent in the quarter ending June 2020. 
This follows a decline of 19.5 percent in the previous quarter (figure 6), with the overall household NPLs showing a decline of 
2.7 percent from E249.0 million in the first quarter of 2020 to E 180.9 million in the second quarter of 2020. This slowdown may 
be an indication of the financial sector’s compliance with the guidelines stated in the circular issued by the Bank as a response 
to COVID-19. The Building societies’ NPLs were also not spared from these effects as its NPLS also experience a decrease, by 
27.3 percent quarter-on-quarter.

HouseholdHousehold NPLs are expected to rise against a background of higher unemployment and subdued economic activity. On the 
other hand, the low interest rate environment enabled by the Circular No. 1 of 2020, provides reprieve for households to 
reduce their existing debt levels. The risks to financial stability from this sector remain heightened as households could resort 
to quick solutions such as pyramid schemes and other illegal activities for higher returns. Moreover, there is plausible chance 
that the low interest environment provides a conducive environment for households to acquire more debt.  

HOUSEHOLDS

FIGURE 5: BANKS’ NON-PERFORMING LOANS

Non-performing loans NPLs to total gross loans

Source: Central Bank of Eswatini
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In June 2020, total credit extended to household by both the banking sector and nonbanking financial institutions stood at 
E11.2 billion, an increase from the previous quarter. The rise can be attributed to financial product innovation, the pursuit of 
business needs by all financial institutions. However, conditions are likely to get tougher for lenders, given their exposure to 
the deteriorating economic conditions of the country, which affect households’ level of disposable income.

EffectsEffects of the pandemic on the household sector reinforced the already elevated financial stability risks and are expected to 
continue mounting in the medium term. A number of factors, which include the contraction of household disposable income, 
upward inflationary pressures and a low incentive to save, underpins this assessment. The accommodative monetary policy 
presents both an opportunity and risk for households. An opportunity is presented to reduce debts by paying the gains from 
the low interest rates towards the existing debts. 

TheThe risks arise because households could see this as an opportunity to acquire more debt. Against a backdrop of contracting 
disposable income, the impact of monetary policy normalization could adversely affect households thereby increasing the risk 
to impaired financial institutions’ asset quality. The elevated risks from households require close monitoring of credit extended 
to this sector to minimize the impact on the financial system as well as protect households from feedback effects from the 
financial sector.

Household employment was not spared from the great negative effects of the pandemic. The government’s decision to effect 
lockdown restrictions led to industries either effecting cuts in remuneration or laying off some of its workers. In the second 
quarter of 2020 Pay-As-You-Earn (PAYE) and total tax revenue (total tax revenues collected by SRA) continued to drop by 9.2 
percent and 12.7 percent respectively, employment figures also decreased by 3 percent. The employment figures were 
calculated using SRA monthly PAYE returns, these returns contain the number of employees for all the taxpayers that filled 
theirtheir PAYE monthly returns. There was a 9.9 percent increase in PAYE, 29.5 percent increase in total tax revenue and 1 percent 
increase in the total number of employees. This was due to a recovery in the tax arrears that were due the previous periods, 
since there was an extension in the dates of submitting tax returns. 

FIGURE 6: HOUSEHOLDS NON-PERFORMING LOANS

NPLs NPLs - Society Total NPLs
Source: Central Bank of Eswatini, FSRA
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FIGURE 7: EMPLOYEE DATA FLUCTUATIONS

Count of Employees Growth Rates of PAYE Growth Rates of Tax Collections

EMPLOYMENT

Source: Eswatini Revenue Authority (Revenue Metadata Database)
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The only way to recover is by 
accelerated inclusive growth
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Preliminary data sourced from the Eswatini Revenue authority gives us a rough estimate of the performance of the corporate 
sector as at end of September 2020. The profitability of the cooperates was calculated using the VAT returns data, where the 
gross profit (sales-purchases) has been used as a proxy for profitability. On a year on Year comparison for the third quarter of 
2020, sectors which were found to be less profitable include agriculture, construction, financial and the public administration 
sector. In aggregate terms there was a 14.6% decline in the total gross profit of all cooperates in quarter three 2020 when 
compared with quarter three 2019.

CORPORATE SECTOR PERFORMANCE

FIGURE 8: INTERNATIONAL TOURIST ARRIVALS INTO ESWATINI

FIGURE 9: CORPORATE SECTOR PROFIT

Source: Eswatini Revenue Authority (SRA)

Source: Eswatini Tourism Authority (ETA) in collaboration with the Department of Immigration (Entry/Departure cards)
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The pandemic severely affected the corporate sector across all sections. Lockdown regulations and border closures, cut the 
supply of production inputs, which led to the suppression of business production. Moreover, these supply disruptions slowed 
down cross-border trade, negatively affected the wholesale and retail, construction and agricultural sectors. Tourism and 
services were hard hit as government enforced social-distancing measures. Consequently, large events known to attract a 
number of tourists such as the Bush Fire Festival, Luju Festival and the Reed Dance were cancelled. Closing down of borders 
andand cancellation of international travel suspended tourist arrivals, significantly hurting a great number of businesses centred 
on providing tourist attractions and activities. According to the quarter 3, 2020 Eswatini Tourism Statistics report, during the 
period July to September, international tourist arrivals declined by about 89.9% annually in 2020 from 2019 (figure 8). 

CORPORATES
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The weakened economic environment resulting from the pandemic has increased lending risks and slowed the pace of credit 
extension to corporates in 2020. Lending to corporates from the banking sector has been on a downward trajectory from 2019. 
This is despite the prevailing accommodative monetary policy environment.

Year-on-yearYear-on-year credit extended to corporates declined by about 24.1 percent at the end of September 2020. On a quarter-on 
quarter basis, corporate bank lending declined by 12.6 percent from June to September 2020.  Overall credit extended by 
banks to corporates stood at E5.4 billion at the end of September 2020 from E6. 2 billion in June 2020. Sectors that drove this 
decline in credit extended were the Community social and personal services sector and the distribution and tourism sector. As 
a percentage of GDP, credit extended to corporates stood at 13.5 percent at the end of September 2020 from 15.4 percent in 
the last quarter (figure 10).

FIGURE 10: CREDIT EXTENDED TO CORPORATES

The second wave of the coronavirus pandemic hit the kingdom in the fourth quarter of 2020 with disastrous effects. Since 
mid-December, the country has been recording over 100 confirmed positive cases a day, multiplying the number to a total of 
15 711 confirmed cases as at end of January 2021. The high rate of infections during the second wave prompted the 
government to enforce another partial lockdown on December 30, 2020, which was meant to last fourteen days. The partial 
lockdown restrictions were later strengthened and new regulations came into effect on January 8, 2021. These regulations 
includedincluded a cross border travel ban up until 15 February 2021. Local public transport availability was restricted to 50%, with 80% 
passenger capacity. The retail sector was once again affected, as all outlets were instructed to stop operating after 6pm to 
ensure adherence to the 8pm travel curfew. Once again, the alcohol industry took another blow as another alcohol ban was 
enforced on 20 January 2021 for four weeks. The slowing down of activity and the increase in the number of people at home is 
surely expected to slow down the economy as demand for goods and services wanes. In light of these conditions, profitability 
for the corporate sector is expected to decline further. 

CORPORATE SECTOR INDEBTEDNESS

Source: Central Bank of Eswatini

Bank Credit to Corporates  Credit-to-GDP
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The main risk of credit extension to corporates is probability of default. For corporates, this risk has been elevated by declining 
profitability observed during the year. The emergence and accumulation of non-performing loans (NPLs) from the corporate 
sector can threaten financial system stability. Banks are highly exposed to the corporate sector, as indicated by the value of 
credit extended to them as at September 2020.

NPLsNPLs from corporates amounted to E474.1 million as at September 2020. This is an annual decline of 26.2 percent decline from 
September 2019 (figure 14). NPLs for corporates have generally been on a downward trend during the year 2020. This decline 
was due to payment holidays that came into effect as one of the initiatives taken by the commercial banks in response to the 
Covid-19 pandemic.

NON-PERFORMING LOANS FROM THE CORPORATE SECTOR
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FIGURE 11: NPLS FOR CORPORATES
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Source: Eswatini Revenue Authority

Restrictions on the movement of people had a negative effect on trade since consumer depend is the main driver of trade 
within countries. The World Trade Organization (WTO) estimated that global trade will fall by between 13 percent and 32 
percent in 2020. This is driven by both supply and demand forces, with the consumption and production of goods and services 
reduced as countries shut down their economies to deal with the consequences of the health crisis. Responses included export 
controls and the reduction of tariffs, particularly on medical supplies, personal protective equipment and pharmaceuticals. The 
restrictionsrestrictions have however been gradually removed as governments reopen their economies. It is expected that we will now see 
a renewed focus on import substitution as a policy preference.

In Eswatini, total exports and imports have been on a downward trend from the third quarter of 2019. A huge drop was 
recorded in the second quarter of 2020 where imports declined by 21 percent and exports declined by 29 percent compared 
to the first quarter of 2020, due to the lockdown restrictions which had a negative impact in the flow of goods and services. 
However, in Q3 2020, there was a significant increase of 34% and 68% respectively in the value imports and exports 
respectively, this was because of the eased restrictions with the aim of relieving economic activity. 

Imports from RSA, Eswatini’ s largest trading partner, declined by 23 percent in Q2 2020 and drastically improved 42 percent in 
Q3 2020. Imports from China declined by 22 percent in Q2 2020 and then increased by 24 percent in Q3 2020.  It is worth 
mentioning that the imports for the top 10 importers account form 90 percent of the total imports and the imports for the top 
10 importers declined by 23% percent in Q2 2020 and remained stagnant in Q3 2020. 

FIGURE 12: TRADE INFLOWS AND OUTFLOWS

Exports Imports Exports Growth Rates

Period

Imports Growth Rates

TRADE
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TABLE 1: IMPORTS GROWTH RATES BY COUNTRY OF ORIGIN

Eswatini exports mainly to Republic of South Africa, Kenya and Nigeria, and these exports increased by 59 percent, 318 percent 
and 68 percent respectively in the third quarter of 2020. Total exports decreased by 28 percent in Q2 2020 and further 
drastically increased by 68 percent in Q3 2020. The top 10 exporters account for about 86% of the overall exports, in Q2 their 
exports dropped by 32% and then increased by 86% in Q3 2020.

TABLE 1: IMPORTS GROWTH RATES BY COUNTRY OF ORIGIN

Traded goods are classified by means numeral codes which follow a Harmonized System which is known as HS codes. As at 30 
September 2020 the top 10 imports according HS classifications were mineral fuels and oil products, Nuclear reactors and 
vehicles. Another note the top 10 exports were Sugars and Sugar Confectionery, Essential Oils and Resinoids and 
Miscellaneous Chemical Products. 

IMPORTS BY HS (HARMONIZED SYSTEM) CODES CLASSIFICATIONS 
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FIGURE 13: COMPARISON YEAR ON YEAR
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FIGURE 14: COMPARISON YEAR ON YEAR
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Source: Eswatini Revenue Authority 

The top 10 exports according to HS classifications were Sugars and Sugar Confectionery, Essential Oils and Resinoids and 
Miscellaneous Chemical Products. They were significant increases of 155% and 118% in essential oils imports and organic 
chemicals imports respectively.

Insurance sector assets are expected to continue on a downward trajectory, having already declined by 0.3 percent in the 
fourth quarter of 2019. Insurance assets invested in the Capital Markets amounted to E1.6 billion as at end of June 2020. 
Invested assets grew significantly from E235.5 million in the previous quarter. Invested assets are exposed risk of potential 
losses due to weak performance of financial markets. To illustrate the impact of this risk, during the first quarter of 2020, 
volatility in the financial markets reached levels last seen during the global financial crisis. The JSE Limited (JSE) All-Share Index 
(AlSI)(AlSI) shed 12 percent during the first four months of 2020. The Rand/Lilangeni depreciated by 33 percent against the United 
States (US) dollar over the same period.

With regards to invested assets, over the quarter ended June 2020, investment income recovered from a loss of E338.8 million 
in March 2020 to E48.0 million. On an annual basis, investment income declined by 75.3 percent from June 2019. The loss in 
investment income in the first quarter of the year could have been due to the negative strain on financial asset prices caused 
by the COVID-19 pandemic.

INSURANCE SECTOR 
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According to the COVID 19 Impact Report drafted by the FSRA, insurers received requests for early redemptions or surrenders 
on policies, premium holidays and premium reductions. The sharp economic contraction and decline in household income is 
expected to exacerbate insurance sector decline in profitability. Going forward, industries that are projected to default on 
premiums are those most affected by lockdown restrictions, namely public transport operators and logistics businesses.

TheThe value of insurance claims doubled between the first and third quarter of 2020. In Q1-2020, claims paid amounted to E203.5 
million, and by the end of Q3-2020,  they amounted to E586.6 million. The long-term insurance sector claims made up 82% of 
the total value of these claims. It was anticipated that the COVID-19 impact would manifest through higher claims on funeral 
and life insurance policies. The total number of recorded COVID deaths by end of September 2020 was 111. As such, on an 
annual basis, the value of claims from funeral policies grew 60.6% from September 2019 to September 2020. Group and 
individualindividual life policy claims rose to E43.2 million and E48.8 million at the end of September 2020, from E26.3 million and E33.1 
million in June 2020 respectively. 

The second wave of COVID-19, caused a sudden surge in the number of COVID-19 fatalities. By the end of January 2020, 
Eswatini recorded had recorded 565 COVID-19 related deaths. As we anticipate more COVID-19 related deaths in the year 2021, 
the risks remain high in the insurance sector with regards to an ongoing increase in funeral and life insurance policy claims.  

Total pension sector assets declined by 8.7 percent q-o-q ended March 2020 from E33.3 billion recorded in the previous 
quarter. The decline was as a result of a 17.3 percent deterioration in foreign assets holdings from E16.2 billion observed in 
December 2019. More than 95.0 percent of the retirement funds’ assets are investments. More that more than 50 per cent of 
the pension sector assets are invested outside the country, with a huge share invested on equity listed in the Johannesburg 
Stock Exchange (JSE).

However,However, in the second quarter of 2020, the total assets recovered by 9.0 percent (to E33.6 billion) from their contraction in the 
first quarter of 2020.The increase in assets was as a result of growth in foreign assets (22.2 percent). The growth in foreign 
assets was mainly driven by an increase in equity assets (45.9 percent) after the big decline in March 2020. This was supported 
by the 22.0 percent gain in JSE all share index which had its best performance since 2001 as supported by rand hedges and 
aggressive stimulus by the South African Reserve Bank as a counter of COVID-19. On the other hand, domestic assets reflected 
a 1.0 percent q-o-q decline in June 2020.

RETIREMENT FUNDS 

Domestic Assets

FIGURE 15: COMPARISON YEAR ON YEAR

Foreign AssetsTOTAL ASSETS

Source: Pension/Retirement funds Annual Financial Statements, FSRA, Central bank of Eswatini
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A huge share of foreign investments is in equities of JSE listed companies in various sectors. Due to the South African down 
grade and lockdowns in mid-March 2020 funds invested on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange (JSE) suffered a decline of about 
26%. However, in the second quarter of 2020 the JSE gained 22.0 percent, which was at its best level since 2001 supported by 
the rand hedges and aggressive stimulus by the South African Reserve Bank to counter the economic fallout of COVID-19.

SomeSome of the pension sector contributions, mostly those with employers in the essential services industries, were slightly 
affected by the pandemic. Other funds implemented relief measures for employers and members in financial distress through 
contribution holidays. One such fund is the Eswatini National Provident Fund (one of the major pension funds in the sector) 
which granted a two-month (April and May 2020) contribution holiday to all qualifying employers in financial distress. This 
gesture resulted in a decline of more than 60.0 percent in contributions.

OtherOther employers laid off their employees as a result of COVID-19 pandemic and were unable to remit contributions. A couple 
of them have submitted applications seeking relief under the COVID-19 Relief Circular No. 2 of 2020 issued by the FSRA. There 
is an expected increase in claims as a result of COVID 19 due to layoffs and early-access to retirement benefits as well as the 
expected increase in the country’s mortality rate.

From an Eswatini capital markets perspective, there are no signs that COVID-19 will have long lasting effects. The capital 
markets are well diversified with significant investments in collective investment schemes, sovereign debt and listed equity 
across domestic, CMA and offshore markets. However, caution must be taken since there is 33.8 percent (E2.4 billion) within 
the CMA region and 9.2 percent (E0.65 billion) invested off-shore on the CIS market.

CAPITAL MARKETS 

Total number Mobile money transactions
The total number of mobile money transactions declined by the 4.40% and 2.15% in the first quarter and second quarter of 
2020 respectively. However, the total value of transactions improved by 0.85% in the third quarter of 2020. The main 
contributor to the decline being the observed decline in the total number of transfers between person to business.

Source: Central bank of Eswatini

FIGURE 16: TOTAL NUMBER MOBILE MONEY TRANSACTIONS

MOBILE MONEY

Value of Mobile Money Transactions
The total value of mobile money transaction reflected a 1.4% decline in the first quarter of 2020 after an observed 
improvement in December 2019 which stood at E1.19 billion. There after there is an observed improvement from the second 
and the third quarter of 2020.
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National Payment system 
The value of total RTGS payment transactions declined by 4% in March 2020 when compared to December 2020.The is also a 
further notable decline of 15% in June 2020 as supported by an 8% fall in the total number of RTGS transactions in June 2020.
 
TheThe value of Interbank payments transactions reflected a 7% decline in the first quarter of 2020 when compared to the 
previous quarter however in June 2020 shows a 7.2% improvement. On the other hand, the number of interbank payments 
transactions reflected a 0.6% and 9% decline in March and June 2020 respectively before picking up by 25% in September 2020.

PAYMENT SYSTEM

Source: Central bank of Eswatini

Source: Central bank of Eswatini

FIGURE 17: VALUE OF MOBILE MONEY TRANSACTIONS

FIGURE 18: NATIONAL PAYMENT SYSTEM
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Despite the impact of COVID-19 on the health sector and financial systems, the global economy 
is expected to expand by 4% in 2021 owing to the widespread roll out of COVID-19 vaccines 
according to the World Bank. A recovery however, will likely be subdued unless policy makers 
move decisively to tame the pandemic and implement investment enhancing reforms, the 
World Bank added.

Financial stakeholders in turn have to employ innovative measures and strategies to ensure 
the sustainability of their operations. In that light we interviewed four stakeholders in Eswatini’s 
Non-Banking Financial Services Industry to understand their response mechanisms to the 
Coronavirus pandemic from its onset to date and this is what they had to say.

VACCINES HOPES AND RENEWED OPTIMISM
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Charles Nyakabau
Phoenix of Swaziland Assurance CEO

“In response to the COVID- 19 pandemic and its effects, we are in the process of implementing 
a software platform which connects all our diverse customers and the intermediaries into an 
active B2C digital portal. This will streamline the company’s supply-side business activities, 
which will reduce or at best eliminates the need for face-to-face physical interactions. Apart 
from this we believe the platform will help to increase transparency and improve client 
efficiencies and access to Phoenix of Swaziland as, their insurer.

We are further exploring the provision of micro insurance products to our marginalised sector We are further exploring the provision of micro insurance products to our marginalised sector 
in the economy and have identified critical mass market products that we intend to roll out with 
the use of technology and digital transactions. We believe that it is important to fulfill client 
expectations and their needs for convenience as the continuously evolving technological era 
dictates.”
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Muzikayise Dube
ENIDCS Managing Director

“We note the significant impact of the COVID‐19 pandemic on our lives and businesses and 
have initiated a number of response, recovery and resilient measures aimed at protecting the 
health and safety of our staff and partners. To ensure the safety of our staff while also ensuring 
business continuity, services are provided remotely to ensure there are no gaps in our services. 
We also continue to work with our clients to understand their challenges and priorities, provide 
them with appropriate financing solutions to mitigate and adapt to the effects of the 
coronavirus and further support their growth. For as long as the pandemic persists, ENIDC will 
continuoslycontinuosly monitor and evaluate the impact of COVID‐19 across our markets and will adjust 
our mitigatory measures to changing developments.

The ENIDC is both holistic and agile in its thinking and approach to dealing with the pandemic. 
The initiated interventions aim at addressing health, economic and societal effects of the 
pandemic. Clients are guaranteed minimal business interruptions as we continue to provide 
them with innovative financing solutions that support the green economy and social 
development. The Corporation will continue to devise interventions aimed at alleviating the 
economic effects of COVID‐19 and spearhead economic recovery while also pushing for a 
transformed economy”.
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Mzingaye Ndlovu
United Holdings Chief Operations Officer 

As soon as the the pandemic was officially acknowledged, we as United Holdings Limited set 
out to protect our business interest as well our employees. Therefore we had to capacitate and 
allow about 30% of our staff to work remotely (work from home) particularly those that were 
highly exposed and were constantly using public transport.This really tested our technology 
capabilities as a company.At operational level, we reviewed our strategies and had to suspend 
some of our strategic initiatives in alignnment with Covid-19 restrictions additionally we had to 
alter our way of doing business to suit the new norm as a result we have increased alternative 
paymentpayment methods for our customers so that they do not have to visit our branch network 
unless if its absolutely necessary.Moreover, we took our external sales force off the street to 
minimise their exposure to the virus.

We have also participated in Corporate Social Responsibility initiatives where we have donated 
equipment, sanitizers, face masks and soaps to the National Disaster Management Agency 
(NDMA),The Royal Eswatini Police Services – Manzini and Royal Eswatini Police Services 
Mbabane H.Q and 8 Municipal Councils amongst other institutions.
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Gugu Simelane
Senior Manager Risk and Compliance

“As part of business continuity, FINCORP developed a pandemic response plan to specifically 
address the risk posed by the coronavirus outbreak in the early stages of the detection of the 
virus. The advanced preparations presented FINCORP with the opportunity to consider critical 
business continuity measures.

FINCORP’sFINCORP’s planning was a collaborative process which saw the establishment of an internal 
pandemic response task team with members of Senior Management from Human Resources, 
Information Technology, Credit Operations, Risk and Compliance departments coming 
together to navigate this uncharted territory. The pandemic plan provided a careful outline of 
the continued rollout of critical services to customers without compromising their health and 
safety as well as that of staff. We also aligned ourselves with the Financial Services Regulatory 
Authority (FSRA) pandemic guidelines which we synchronized with our internal pandemic 
plans.plans.

We also undertook an internal COVID impact analysis which promoted better access for our 
customers, health measures as well as the incorporation of additional mobile payment 
platforms to enhance the
 
channels for service delivery during these lockdown periods. Going forward we will continue to 
adjust our processes to ensure sustainability and continuity of our processes in 2021 and 
beyond.”
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